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Introducing PsycTHERAPY



A



PA Books is happy to introduce PsycTHERAPY: a new database of therapy demonstration videos that will launch in September. Accessible on the APA PsycNET® platform for subscribing institutions, it will consist of previously unreleased therapy demonstrations created in the process of taping the APA Psychotherapy Video Series. Designed for students, faculty, and seasoned professionals in psychotherapy and counseling, PsycTHERAPY is the only subscription database of therapy demonstration videos specifically developed to enable viewers to observe how therapists spontaneously employ different approaches and techniques in practice. The videos provide examples of some of the most renowned therapists in North America working with participants on a host of therapy topics, which when combined with PsycTHERAPY’s powerful search, clip-making, and playlist capabilities makes this a uniquely searchable resource and educational tool. Dr. Ellen Beckjord, Assistant Professor in the Department of Psychiatry at the University of Pittsburgh Biobehavioral Medicine in Oncology Program, noted: PsycTHERAPY will be a fantastic resource for a clinician at any level of training who encounters a new clinical issue. Being able to search PsycTHERAPY for a quick review of an evidence-based approach to address to a particular psychological issue will make for great just-intime clinical training.



PsycTHERAPY Beginnings



In this issue 1 Introducing PsycTHERAPY 7 Introducing PsycTESTS 14 D ocumentation and Training Plans for the New Databases
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 PA Library Advisory A Council Meets in DC  PA Events at A Upcoming Conferences



The idea for PsycTHERAPY was born during creation of the APA Psychotherapy Video Series in the mid-1990s. In the process of producing the DVDs that we ultimately released, we gathered more than 300 hours of video. For each single-therapy DVD we released for the Series, we recorded three to four therapy demonstrations of a therapeutic approach. This left two to three unpublished sessions for each title in the Series. These sessions that were not used were potentially very valuable to clinicians and people in training. We have long intended to collect the material from the videos into some form of database, initially envisioning a database of transcripts of the therapy demonstrations. With the advent of streaming media, this goal expanded to that of creating a database of the videos themselves. Thus, in late 2010, we began production, culling the videos from a decade of unpublished tapes. That content will comprise the initial release of PsycTHERAPY. continued on page 2
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Introducing PsycTHERAPY —continued from page 1



PsycTHERAPY Content Each video features a therapist working with an individual, couple, or family. Specific therapy topics will include many of the main issues dealt with in psychotherapy and counseling. For example, there are videos featuring sessions dealing with addiction, anxiety, depression, divorce, and health and relationship problems. Therapists include many recognized experts in their fields demonstrating some of today’s most commonly practiced approaches, as well as lesser-known psychotherapeutic models. As with the APA Psychotherapy Video Series, PsycTHERAPY reflects the full breadth of clinical practice in the variety of approaches represented in its content.



Searching PsycTHERAPY Each PsycTHERAPY video has been coded with index terms and metadata about the participants, the session content, and therapeutic approaches demonstrated. In addition, the videos are transcribed word-for-word, and these transcripts will scroll in synch with the video playback of the therapy demonstration. The PsycTHERAPY database will be completely searchable, both on the basis of the index terms and metadata, and also within the transcripts. The transcript may be used as a tool to search and skip to precise moments in the therapy demonstration, essentially making each video as searchable as a document. . PsycTHERAPY will be offered through APA PsycNET® and the search will be integrated into the platform.



Results are broken out by the other databases along the top and PsycTHERAPY in the box to the left.



continued on page 3
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Introducing PsycTHERAPY —continued from page 2 The PsycTHERAPY landing page provides database-specific options. Options include a Quick Search box at the top and a featured video section:



Researchers will be able to search the video metadata using the Browse menu. Browse features include All Videos, Therapy Topics, Therapeutic Approaches, and Therapists.



continued on page 4
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Introducing PsycTHERAPY —continued from page 3 Videos are also searchable by a number of fields, including Transcript and Notes, Title, Therapeutic Approach, Therapist, Therapy Topic, Prescription Drug Use, Test/Measures Used, Date, Index Terms, and Keywords. They may also be limited by Therapist and Client Details. The Sort Results By options are Relevancy and Title.



Here are sample results for searching the Transcript and Notes field for the word “job.”



continued on page 5
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Introducing PsycTHERAPY —continued from page 4 Opening the top results, both streaming video and transcript are available:



A record also includes the metadata:



continued on page 6
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Introducing PsycTHERAPY —continued from page 5 In addition, users may create playlists of videos or clips from within videos, and these may be shared with a class or smaller group, the user’s immediate institution, or with other authorized users of PsycTHERAPY.



PsycTHERAPY Availability and Pricing



Your Part?



PsycTHERAPY will be available to higher education institutions as an annual subscription on the APA PsycNET® platform only. 2011 list pricing is a flatrate of $5,000. Consortia discounts are available. To obtain more information or request a free 30-day trial (available as of September 2011), contact an APA representative at 1-877-236-2941/202-336-5648 or send an email to [email protected].



If you’d like to be one of our beta testers, please let us know. Email us at [email protected]
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PsycTHERAPY’s Future We anticipate updating the database biannually with 20–40 hours of new therapy demonstrations per update. In time, we hope that it can grow to be a tool for use in a number of areas and with a number of different groups. Dr. Beckjord believes it could be an ideal tool for teaching students: Not only will PsycTHERAPY be a valuable training tool for clinical skills, but it can also serve as a data repository from which students can learn and hone their qualitative data coding skills in areas such as psychotherapy processing research.



PsycINFO News is published bimonthly by PsycINFO® American Psychological Association 750 First Street, NE • Washington, DC 20002-4242 Telephone: 800.374.2722 • 202.336.5650 • Fax: 202.336.5633 E-mail: [email protected] Web: www.apa.org/pubs/databases All organization, product, or service names mentioned are trademarks or service marks of their respective owners. Graphical software interfaces appearing in illustrations herein are copyright © by their manufacturers.
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Introducing PsycTESTS



I



n previous issues of PsycINFO News we’ve previewed the forthcoming PsycTESTS database and given a report on the “Operation Test Derby” effort to collect tests for the collection. At this point, APA is pleased to announce that the new resource will have a September 2011 release. The database will initially be available through the APA PsycNET® platform and will be subsequently available through other platforms.



About PsycTESTS PsycTESTS serves as a repository for the full text of psychological tests and measures as well as a rich source of structured information about the tests. A wide variety of test types are included in PsycTESTS, including achievement and aptitude tests, intelligence tests, tests of cognitive functioning, occupational tests, personality tests, and so on. At launch the database is projected to contain 5,000 records and will be updated monthly. The database includes ■ The full text of psychological tests and measures, as available ■ Full bibliographic records and descriptive summaries of tests in each record ■ Descriptive summaries of commercially available tests with links to the publisher ■ A special interactive segment with tests from the Archives of the History of American Psychology, for which APA has not yet identified literature



Types of Tests PsycTESTS includes three kinds of tests. The main focus of PsycTESTS is unpublished tests, those developed by researchers for use in their work but not made commercially available. For as many as possible, APA includes the full text of the tests and measures. The records for these are based on published accounts of test development or evaluation. In some cases, the record is based on use of a test when it has been used for a new population or setting. The second category is tests from the Archives of the History of American Psychology at the University of Akron. These tests may not be literature based. The third category is commercially available tests. APA has agreements with several commercial test publishers to create records for their tests and, in some cases, to include sample reports, instructions, or sample questions. All records in PsycTESTS are indexed and include fields for validity and reliability data (when available), test purpose, construct, format, number of items, and more.



Searching PsycTESTS PsycTESTS will be integrated with the other APA databases available through APA PsycNET®. Users can search the PsycTESTS database using the native interface or in conjunction with any of the other APA databases. They may also limit results to those records that have tests available. continued on page 8
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Introducing PsycTESTS —continued from page 7



PsycTESTS indexing provides a number of fields and limits specific to the database. Among the included fields are Author and Test Name, but researchers will also be able to search by such fields as Purpose, Test Construct, Administration Time, Population, Setting, and Source Document Citation. Researchers may also limit by Fee, Test Record Type, Supporting Documentation, Permissions, and Administration Method, among other options.



continued on page 9
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Introducing PsycTESTS —continued from page 8 On the APA PsycNET® platform, users will be able to browse PsycTESTS in several ways: by Test Name/ Acronym, Construct, Test Author, or Year.



For example, here is the Browse By Construct page:



continued on page 10
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Introducing PsycTESTS —continued from page 9 Facets on the Results page will enable users to narrow a search by type of test, construct, author, test year, availability, index terms, and price.



The PsycTESTS record display page includes a link to the test, when available, a description, and references. There may be multiple additional records describing (a) the development of the test, (b) a review of the test, or (c) use of the test (only when use has revealed significant new information about the test).



continued on page 11
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Introducing PsycTESTS —continued from page 10 Test Records describe the test profiled in the Master Record as it has been used, developed, or reviewed in the existing literature in PsycINFO® and provide additional metadata (a sample PsycTESTS record is available on the APA website for a more complete look at the available metadata).



Where available, links are also given to supporting documentation, including instructions and scoring sheets. My PsycNET® allows researchers to set up alerts for new content to PsycTESTS.



continued on page 12
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Introducing PsycTESTS —continued from page 11



Developing PsycTESTS PsycTESTS is the result of extensive research to both design the database and find content for it. The APA team conferred with many librarians and end users at various meetings and in small groups whenever we could— including multiple discussions and focus groups at major library association meetings. We also did usability testing and assessed user needs at APA meetings with both graduate students and researchers. Throughout the process, we have consulted with the APA Office for Testing and Assessment. Our goal has been to learn as much as we could about how people look for tests, what information they expect to find about the test, and what range of tests they look for. Through this iterative process, we’ve refined our data structure to facilitate search and retrieval in response to what we learned.



Call for Tests Researchers who have tests they would like included in PsycTESTS should visit the Call for Tests page. For inclusion in the database, unpublished tests must have been described in a peer-reviewed journal article, dissertation, technical report, or book.



PsycTESTS Availability and Pricing PsycTESTS will be available as an annual subscription on the APA PsycNET® platform, and we are currently working with our vendor partners regarding delivery on their platforms as well. Pricing for the database is sitebased and follows APA’s existing tiered institutional model, serving higher education, primary and secondary schools, public libraries, hospitals, corporations, and government agencies. As an example, 2011 list pricing for academic institutions, baccalaureate level or above ranges from $2,000 to $6,500 for established levels. Consortia discounts are available. Complete pricing information will be available on our website and by contacting an APA representative at 1-877-236-2941 / 202-336-5648, or email [email protected]. Free 30-day trials will be available beginning in September.



PsycTESTS’ Future Beta testing for PsycTESTS is scheduled in July with a full launch planned for September. In addition to production of the records and completion of the changes to the platform, APA will be producing documentation, webinars, and other training materials. ALA Annual meeting attendees will be able to view a demo of the database in the APA exhibit booth (#3340) in New Orleans. To follow the latest developments, see the PsycTESTS Facebook page.
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For anyone doing any kind of research in psychology—from a student working on a school project to the most experienced researcher trying to solve a complex problem—measuring human or animal behavior is an essential component of the research. The breadth of constructs needed for psychological instruments equals the breadth of psychology. School Psychologist “I work at a high school that has recently experienced high levels of bullying and aggression. I would like to survey a sample of students to see what their attitudes are about bullying in the school and the extent to which they (1) are bullies themselves or (2) have been bullied.” Social Psychologist “I work for an online dating company and I am looking for measures of relationship satisfaction that will help the company develop better questionnaires for our customers.” Developmental Psychologist “I am studying attachment security in children ages 7–10 and need both an observational and selfreport version for this.” Clinical Psychologist “I am designing a study to investigate the impact of social class on parental and child attitudes toward education and need to choose measures for my study.” Industrial/Organizational Psychologist “I am hired by companies to help them maximize the quality of the work environment. I would like to see what measures are available that assess workers’ satisfaction with the work environment.” Sports Psychologist “I am conducting a longitudinal study of anxiety as a predictor of burnout among high school athletes as they transition to college.” Social Psychologist “I am working on a grant-sponsored study that is assessing the impact of PTSD on veterans returning from the Iraq war. I am looking for measures of PTSD that were specifically developed for military veterans or have been validated with samples of veterans.” Psychology Graduate Student “I am writing a research paper on cultural differences in the diagnoses of depression. I would like to see if there are depression measures that have been normed with non-English speakers in the United States.” Social Worker “I need a measure of potential abuse of an elderly patient with dementia- I want to incorporate this measure into my routine evaluations with my caseload.” Lawyer in the Juvenile Justice System “I need to argue that my adolescent client on probation for sexual assault will not offend again. I am going to ask his therapist to do an evaluation for this and would like to recommend certain measures for her to administer.” Pastoral Counselor “I am a rabbi providing religious counseling to my congregation. I would like a few semi-structured or unstructured interviews for use during my initial meetings with people.” Public Policy Researcher “I develop and propose policies that impact how messages in the media can be used to encourage environmentally-friendly behaviors. I rely heavily on research findings and would like to be able to better understand the measures I come across in my research.”
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Documentation and Training Plans for the New Databases



T



here is an astonishing amount of planning and preparation that goes into producing a new database. Two at once have really given us some logistical challenges! Once the project is rolling and achieves a certain critical mass, however, we begin the process of documenting what will become training materials first for our own staff and then for the researcher, librarian, or student who will ultimately use the product.



Countdown to Launch



As we come closer to launch, the pace of preparation picks up. We now need to update our webpages to introduce and describe the new databases. We need to develop and provide Frequently Asked Question pages, and fact sheets. Staff are assigned to develop new help menus, begin to craft video tutorials, and create search guides and other sorts of documentation. Tutorials, and Webinars



Link to FAQs, through the Librarian’s Resource Center



Though many staff members have Behind the scenes, been involved we have a series of at each stage of preparatory tasks. development We need beta testers, and know the both in-house and new products from our prospective well, release of a users, who bring the new database is, best array of skills at least at some and perspectives level, an APA-wide we can gather to endeavor, and ensure the product those who have not we’ve developed is been active in the well designed for its development now purpose. We thus need to learn about need to identify our new products. The APA Librarian’s Resource Center is the easiest place to find appropriate beta Thus, PsycINFO information resources we’ll be developing for PsycTHERAPY and candidates, draft training staff will PsycTESTS, including tutorials, database fact sheets, FAQs, and communication provide live and webinars. To access it, simply go to http://www.apa.org/librarians. plans, and set up webinar training for command line the new products structures to see to any APA staff that the right information is conveyed back and person who will be directly involved with the new forth (we have a beta tester blog set up to help the databases and offer it to those who may not be process). The Customer Relations Team begins its directly involved but are interested. task of accessing and learning the test environment so they can in turn prepare to train others and start Launch and Thereafter formulating the documentation that will become When the long-awaited launch day arrives in early search guides, help menus, tutorials, and the like. September, we’ll be waiting to turn our attention to Would you be interested in beta testing? Please let us introducing you to the new products. The front-line know by emailing [email protected] effort will be a series of webinars for our users. You’ll



Beta Testing



continued on page 15
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Documentation and Training Plans for the New Databases be able to choose among a number of dates and times to learn the ins and outs of the new databases. We’ll post sign-ups for the webinars in August and make registration available in a number of ways, including through listserv announcements, email, and on our webpages themselves. If you would like to be notified when the training dates are available, please send us an email at [email protected]. As well as the support documentation, help menus, and tutorials, we will also have trained staff available if you have additional questions. You can reach us in several ways, by email at [email protected], through the contact information on the platform itself, or by phone. Here are some numbers you might find useful:



15 —continued from page 14



Business hours Monday–Friday 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM, Eastern Time. Phone: 800-374-2722 or 202-336-5650



After hours Monday–Friday 6:30 AM to 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM to 11:00 PM Eastern Time Weekends/Holidays 6:30 AM to 11:00 PM Eastern Time • Phone: 800-256-9216 (United States and Canada) or 202-336-5650 We also anticipate making changes to existing documentation or providing additional resources as our customers begin to use the products and we discover where more clarification would be useful. It’s looking like a busy and exciting summer, and we’re looking forward to introducing you to PsycTHERAPY and PsycTESTS as it draws to a close.



Please visit APA at ALA booth #3340 for an exclusive preview of PsycTESTS™ and PsycTHERAPY™.
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APA Library Advisory Council Meets in DC



(Members of the APA Library Advisory Council meet at APA headquarters. Standing l to r: Scott Hines, Palo Alto University; Dorothy Persson, University of Iowa; Kate Corby, Michigan State University East Lansing; Gene Damon, Virginia Community College System; Laura Bowering Mullen, Rutgers ,The State University of New Jersey; and Bruce Stoffel, Illinois State University. Seated l to r: Diana Ramirez, Texas A&M University; Rebecca Albitz, Pennsylvania State University; Monica MetzWiseman, University of South Florida Libraries; and Kay A. Buchanan, University of Virginia.)



T



he APA Library Advisory Council met at APA headquarters in Washington, DC on Friday, April 22, 2011.



The Library Advisory Council (profiled in the July 2010 PsycINFO News) provides APA with insights on the use of technologies. It helps APA stay current with what is happening in libraries, especially in today’s rapidly growing interdisciplinary research community. It is a key outreach APA pursues to stay in touch with the ever-changing library environment that helps APA gain insights into the library workflow and decision-making process. The council also provides invaluable input regarding enhancements to APA electronic resources. The lively discussion at the meeting touched on current topics including discovery services, demand-driven acquisition, and adapting to patron use of mobile devices.
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APA Events at Upcoming Conferences



T



his calendar lists APA events at upcoming conferences. You can also find a calendar on our Exhibit, Conference, and Trainings Schedule webpage Please visit us if you are attending any of the following events.



American Library Association – New Orleans, LA



Special Libraries Association - Philadelphia, PA



APA Award Presentation EBSS Research Forum



APA Exhibit Booth Please visit APA during the conference at Booth #1507 Brunch & Learn Monday, June 13, 2011 10:00–11 :30 a.m. Register here for the Brunch & Learn or email [email protected]



APA Exhibit Booth Please visit APA during the conference at Booth #3340



Saturday, June 25, 2011: 3:30 – 5:00 p.m (4:00 p.m. Award presentation). This event is held in conjunction with the EBSS Research Forum. No registration required



Librarian Roundtable Breakfast Sunday, June 26, 2011: 8:00–10:00 a.m. Register here for the Roundtable Breakfast or email [email protected]



Lunch and Learn Monday, June 27, 2011: 1:30–3:30 p.m. Register here for the Lunch & Learn or email [email protected]



APA Convention – Washington, DC APA Exhibit Booth Please visit APA during the conference at Booth #328 Increasing Your Research Production with APA Databases Saturday, August 6, 2011: 5:00–5:50 p.m. This event is held in conjunction with the APA Convention. No separate registration required



Finding Tests and Measures – Introducing the PsycTESTS Database Saturday, August 7, 2011: 3:00–3:50 p.m. This event is held in conjunction with the APA Convention. No separate registration required



Please visit APA at ALA booth #3340 for an exclusive preview of PsycTESTS™ and PsycTHERAPY™.
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